
12. Subgame Perfection∗

Our notion of what makes a threat or promise credible in ordinary life is that if the

time comes for the threatener or promiser to follow through then doing so will be in the

threatener’s or promiser’s best interest. Formalizing this notion game theoretically, an

actor’s strategy is credible if that player is acting in its own best interest everywhere in

the game tree, i.e., at all of its information sets. As we have seen, the backwards-induction

algorithm produces strategies that satisfy this condition when used to analyze finite games

of perfect information. But the algorithm generally breaks down in games of imperfect

information.

Subgame perfection is a first step in finding credible strategies in imperfect-information

games. The basic idea is that we will first disaggregate a large game into smaller pieces

which will be called subgames. We will then look for strategies in which the players play

optimally in each of these pieces. We illustrate the approach with an example and then

formalize what it means for a strategy profile to be subgame perfect.

12.1 Poison pills and hostile take overs.

A raider, R, has targeted another firm, T , and is trying to decide whether to attempt a

hostile take over of T . If the raider decides not to try, the game ends (see Figure 12.1). If

the raider does try, then the target secretly decides how it will deal with the attempted

take over. It can take a poison pill by assuming a huge debt burden. This ends the game

with losses for both firms. Or, the target can decide to negotiate in which case it has

to choose between adopting a firm or a compromising negotiating stance. If the target

negotiates, the raider secretly decides how it will negotiate. The payoffs are shown in

Figure 12.1 where the first payoff in a pair is R’s.

The best outcome for the target is for the raider to decide to stay out. This brings the

target its highest payoff. In effect, the target wants to deter the raider from playing in,

and one way to do so is by threatening to take the poison pill. Suppose the target plays

this strategy, i.e., if the raider comes in, then the target will take the poison pill.

∗These are lecture notes for PS135/Econ110 at UC Berkeley by Robert Powell.
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Figure 12.1: The poison pill game.

In equilibrium, the raider must play a best response to the target’s strategy. The

raider’s payoff to trying to take the target over by playing in yields a payoff of −1 given

the target’s strategy while staying out brings 0. The raider best response to the target’s

threat is therefore to stay out. But staying out is not a strategy because it does not

specify what the raider would do at its second information set. This information set

is off the equilibrium path, so what the raider does there does not affect its payoff.

Assuming the raider would adopt a compromising approach gives the green strategy profile

in Figure 12.2.

The green strategy profile in which the raider plays {out, C} and the target plays

{poison pill} is a Nash equilibrium. We have just shown that the raider’s strategy is a

best response to the target’s strategy. The target’s payoff if the raider plays {out, C} is 4

regardless of what the target would do at [1]. Because every thing that the target could do

yields the same payoff, everything is a best response and, in particular, taking the poison

pill is. Hence the profile is Nash. It is also worth noting that backwards induction fails

in this game. When the raider is deciding how to negotiate, it wants to be compromising

if it is at node [2] and firm if at [3].
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Figure 12.2: A Nash equilibrium of the poison pill game.

But is the target’s threat to take the poison pill credible? Does the Nash equilibrium

seem like a plausible prediction about the outcome of the interaction? Suppose the target

actually were at [1] and had to follow through on its threat. Taking the poison pill results

in a payoff of -5. But the raider’s strategy is to be compromsing, so the target will get 2 if

it adopts a firm stance. Playing T if the target actually is at node [1] does not maximize

the target’s payoff against the raider’s strategy, and the target would not be acting in its

own best interest if it took the poison pill.

The threat to take the pill seems incredible and the equilibrium prediction implausible.

Yet the one tool we have for dealing with credibility issues, namely, backwards induction,

is of no help. Suppose, however, that we think of a nested or subgame starting at [1],

and we require that everyone play sensibly in that subgame. More precisely, suppose a

game starts at [1] as in Figure 12.3, and we require that the actors’ strategies are Nash

in this subgame. This rules out T ’s taking the poison pill because it is not part of a Nash

equilibrium of the game starting at [1]. There is in fact only one Nash equilibrium of this

subgame: the raider is compromising and the target is firm as illustrated in Figure 12.3.

Using the Nash equilibrium of the nested subgame as the players’ prediction about
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Figure 12.3: A subgame of the poison pill game.

what would happen if play gets to [1], we can move up the tree in the spirit (if not the

algorithmic purity) of backwards induction. The raider gets 0 if it stays out. If it comes

in, play moves to [1] where the target plays firm and the raider is compromising. This

gives the target a payoff of 1. Hence the raider comes in given its expectations about

what will happen in the subgame starting at [1]. The resulting strategy profile for the

entire game is shown in Figure 12.4.

To sum up what we have done, we have cut a game up into smaller pieces which can

be treated as games on their own. These pieces are called subgames. To deal with the

credibility issue, we require that players play optimally in all of a game’s subgames, i.e.,

they play Nash equilibria in all of the subgames. This is the essence of subgame perfection

which we now define more formally. The first step is define a subgame and how to identify

a game’s subgames.

12.2 Subgames and subgame perfect Nash equilibria.

A subgame is a piece of a game that is informationally isolated from the rest of the game

and can therefore be analyzed on its own as a separate game. Subgames are easy to find.
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Figure 12.4: Credible threats in the poison pill game.

A subgame starts at a decision node if that node and all of its successors, including the

terminal nodes, can be enclosed in an “arc” without cutting any information sets.

Consider the tree in Figure 12.5 where the player’s choose between going left, l, and

right, r. (Note that we have not included the actors’ payoffs. Whether or not a piece of

the tree is a subgame depends on the information structure and not the players’ payoffs.)

To find the subgames, examine each node separately starting with [8]. Node [8] and

its successors, namely, terminal nodes [T7] and [T8], can be enclosed in an arc without

cutting information sets. This means that a subgame starts at [8]. More substantively,

A’s decision should she find herself at [8] depends only on comparing her payoffs at [T7]

and [T8] and not on what happens elsewhere in the tree.

By contrast, a subgame does not start from [4]. Decision node [4] and its successors

are not informationally isolated from the rest of the tree. Trying to enclose these nodes

in an arc cuts an information set. As a result [4] and its successors cannot be analyzed

as a separate game. To verify this, suppose C would want to go left if he knew he was at

[4] and right if he knew he was at [5]. But whether C is at [4] or [5] depends on what B

does at [2] which is not in the piece of the tree starting from [4].
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Figure 12.5: Identifying Subgames.

Similarly reasoning shows that subgames do not begin at [5], [6], or [7], but do begin

at [2] and [3]. A subgame also begins at [1], the root of the tree. The root of the tree and

all of its successors is the entire game. Enclosing the entire tree with an arc cannot cut

any information sets. A game is always a subgame of itelf.

Having seen how to identify a game’s subgames, we can now define a subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium or, for short, a subgame perfect equilibrium. A subgame perfect

equilibrium is a strategy profile that is Nash in each and every subgame.

The hostile-take-over-poison-pill game has two subgames. One starts with the tar-

get’s decision; the second is the entire game. The strategy profile in which the raider

plays {in, compromising} and the target plays firm is a subgame perfect equilibrium. The

target’s adopting a firm stance and the raider a compromising stance is a Nash equilib-

rium of the subgame starting with the target’s decision. As shown above, the strategies

are also Nash in the entire game. By contrast, the profile in which the raider plays

{out, compromising} and the target takes the poison pill (the green profile in Figure 12.2)

is Nash but not subgame perfect. The target is not playing a best response to the raider
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in the subgame starting at [1].

Two important facts about the relation between subgame perfect equilibria and Nash

equilibria are:

Important Fact 1: Every subgame perfect equilibrium is also a Nash equilibrium. This

is true almost by definition. A subgame perfect equilibrium is Nash in all of a game’s

subgames. But a game is a subgame of itself. So a subgame perfect equilibrium must

be Nash in the entire game. The reverse, however, is not true as we have seen. Nash

equilibria often are not subgame perfect.

A Nash equilibrium that is not subgame perfect is relying at least one incredible threat.

That is, there is at least one subgame in which the actors are not playing a Nash profile

in that subgame. At least one actor could profitably deviate from its strategy given what

the other players are doing. This player is in effect threatening to take a poison pill if

play reaches this subgame. That is, the player will forego the profitable deviation and

accept a lower payoff than it could get by deviating.

Because every subgame perfect equilibrium is also a Nash equilibrium, subgame per-

fection is called a Nash equilibrium refinement or more simply an equilibrium re-

finement. Solving for subgame perfect equilibria instead of Nash “refines” the set of

Nash equilibria by eliminating some implausible Nash equilibria.

Important Fact 2: Although a Nash equilibrium of a dynamic interaction may not be

subgame perfect, a Nash equilibrium of a static interaction always is. Requiring equilibria

to be subgame perfect eliminates some Nash equilibria that depend on incredible threats.1

But actors cannot make threats or promises in static interactions. Consequently, there are

no incredible threats and no implausible Nash equilibria to be refined away by subgame

perfection.

To establish that every Nash of a static interaction is also subgame prefect, recall that

each actor has a single decision in a static interaction and makes it in ignorance of what the

other players are doing. As a result the extensive-form game only has a single subgame,

namely the game itself. (See for example the pay-raise game with secret balloting in

1As we will see when we discuss perfect Bayesian equilibria, some subgame perfect
equilibria can also depend on patently incredible theats which we will want to eliminate
or refine away.
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Figure 9.6.) A Nash equilibrium is therefore Nash in all of the game’s subgames and

subgame perfect.

12.3 Bank runs and financial panics.

As a final example, we find the subgame prefect equilibria of a financial-panic game. The

essence of bank runs or, more generally, financial panics is very simple. Banks or other

financial institutions generally borrow money from investors or depositors on a short-run

basis. The institution holds some of this money in reserve but lends most of it out to

finance longer-term projects that take time to come to fruition. As long as only a few

investors want their money back before the project has come to fruition, the institution

can use its financial reserves to give the investors their money back. But if too many

investors want their money back at the same time, the reserves will be exhausted and the

project will have to be liquated at a loss. Only those at the head of the line will get all

of their money back. This means that if an investor thinks other investors are bailing out

and trying to get their money back, that investor should also try to get her money back

so that she is not at the end of the line.

The panic game in Figure 12.6 illustrates some of these dynamics. Two investors, A

and B, have each invested $100 million in a project. The project takes three years to

come to fruition and will be worth $240 million when it does yielding each investor a

return of $20 million on the $100 invested. At the end of the first and second years, each

investor can decide whether to stay with the investment or pull out. If either pulls out,

the investment has to be liquidated in order to get the money to try to pay the investors

back. If the investment is liquidated after the first year, it can only be sold for $120

million. If it is liquidated after the second year, it is worth $180.

At the end of first year, both investors secretly decide whether to stick with the

investment or pull out. If only one pulls out, that investor is first in line to be paid off

and gets all of his money back. The other investor gets what is left. If both pull out, they

divide the total. If both investors stay with the project, it continues into the next year.

At the end of the second year, both investors again secretly decide what to do.

The first step in finding the game’s subgame perfect equilibria is to identify the sub-
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Figure 12.6: A financial panic game.

games. There are two. Node [2] and all of its successor nodes can be enclosed by an

arc without cutting any information sets, so it is a subgame. The second subgame is the

entire game starting at [1].

Focusing first on pure-strategy subgame perfect equilibria, there are two pure-strategy

Nash equilibria of the subgame starting at [2]. If one investor believes the other is going

to pull out, then his best reply is to pull out too. Otherwise he will be left holding the

bag. That is, staying with the investment if the other pulls out at the end of the second

year brings $80 whereas pulling out brings $90. Consequently, {pull out, pull out} is Nash

in the subgame where the first action of the pair is what A does and the second is what

B does. The payoffs if this Nash equilibrium is played in the subgame are (90,90). These

are the continuation payoffs if play reaches [2].

Conversely, if one investor thinks the other is staying, then he gets 120 if he too stays

and a 100 if he pulls out. Staying, therefore, is a best reply to staying, and {stay, stay}

is also Nash in the subgame with payoffs (120,120).

In a subgame perfect equilibrium, the investors must play a Nash equilibrium in every
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Figure 12.7: A subgame perfect equilibrium with both pulling out in round 2.

subgame. Suppose, first, that A’s and B ’s strategies for the game have them playing

{pull out, pull out} in the subgame starting at [2]. More substantively, this is what each

player believes will happen in year two if they make it through year one. With this in

mind, suppose A believes B is going to pull out at the start of the game at [1]. A then

gets 60 if it pulls out or 40 if stays. So pulling out is A’s best response. Similarly, B’s

best response to A’s pulling out is to pull out too. This means that a subgame perfect

equilibrium profile for the panic game is for A to pull out in both rounds and B to pull out

in both rounds: {{pull out, pull out}, {pull out, pull out}} as illustrated in Figure 12.7.

The resulting equilibrium payoffs are 60 for each investor.

Suppose, instead, that A believes B is going to stick with the project at the end of the

first year. A then gets 100 if he pulls out. Given that he expects the project to collapse at

the end of the second year with each investor getting 90, A’s best response is to pull out

in year one. We might have thought that the best response if the other investor stays in

round one would also be to stay in as it was in round two. But the fact that the investors

expect the investment to collapse at the end of round two, makes pulling out in round
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Figure 12.8: Staying all the way as another subgame prefect equilibrium.

one better than staying in even if the other is expected to stay with the project for the

first year.

So far we have taken {pull out, pull out} to be the prediction about what happens if

play gets to [2]. Suppose instead that the investors believe that both will stay with the

investment if play makes it to [2] with continuation payoffs of 120 for each. With this

expectation of future play, staying in round one is a best response to the other’s staying.

If A believes B is going to stay, pulling out brings A 100 while staying brings 120. This

means that there is a second subgame perfect equilibrium of the panic game: {{stay,

stay}, {stay, stay}} which is illustrated in Figure 12.8.

Even if the investors expect the project to come to fruition if they make it through

the first year, each investor still prefers to pull out in the first year if he expects the other

to. A third subgame perfect equilibrium is {{pull out, pull out}, {stay, stay}}. (You

should be able to verify that this actually is a subgame perfect profile.)

The subgame starting at [2] also has a mixed strategy equilibrium in which each

investor stays with probability 1
3

and pulls out with probability 2
3
. (You should verify
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this.) The continuation values at [2] if the investors play this way is 931
3

for each investor.

Given this expectation about what will happen if play makes it to [2], each investor wants

to pull out in the first round regardless of what the other is expected to do in that round.

This means that the only subgame perfect equilibrium in which the investors mix at the

start of the second round is for each to pull out in round one and stay with probability 1
3

in round two. (You should verify this too).

There is also a mixed equilibrium in which both investors stay with the investment in

year two but mix in the first year. Can you find it?

As this example shows, requiring equilibria to be subgame perfect helps solve the

multiple-equilibrium problem by eliminating some Nash equilibria that depend on incred-

ible threats and promises. But subgame perfection clearly does not completely solve the

multiple-equilibrium problem. There are often many subgame perfect equilibria.

12.4 The one-stage deviation principle.

It can be hard to verify that a strategy profile is subgame perfect if the game tree is very

large. One has to show that no player has a profitable deviation in any subgame. If the

tree is large, there will be many, many different ways of deviating and showing than none

of them is profitable in any subgame can be a challenge. Fortunately, we do not have to

consider all possible ways of deviating. The one-shot deviation principle shows that we

only have to consider strategies in which a player deviates at a single information set.

We first define a one-stage deviation and then state and prove the one-stage deviation

principle.

Let sj be one of actor j’s strategies. Then the strategy s′j is a one-stage deviation

from sj if the actions s′j specifies differ from the actions sj specifies at one and only one

information set. The one-stage deviation principle is:

A strategy profile s∗ is subgame perfect if and only if no player j has a profitable

one-stage deviation from s∗j .

The one-stage deviation principle means that we do not have to check whether every

possible deviation is profitable when verifying that a strategy profile is subgame perfect.
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We only have to check to see if there are any profitable one-stage deviations. This is often

much simpler as we will see when we discuss bargaining.

We show here that the one-stage deviation principle holds in finite games.2 Part of

the proof is easy. If a strategy profile is subgame perfect, then there are no profitable

deviations in any subgame. This immediately implies that there are no profitable one-

stage deviations.

We now establish the harder part of the proof: If no player j has a profitable one-stage

deviation from s∗j , then the profile s∗ is subgame perfect. We do this by assuming that s∗

is not subgame perfect and then showing that this leads to a contradiction.

If s∗ is not subgame perfect, then at least one actor, say j, can profitably deviate

from s∗j to some s′j in some subgame which we will call g. In other words, if j follows s′j

instead of s∗j in g, the profile (s′j, s
∗
−j) will trace out a path that leads to a higher payoff

than (s∗j , s
∗
−j) does. This path is illustrated in Figure 12.9 with bold blue arrows leading

to terminal node T . The red dashed arrows indicate information sets along this path at

which s∗j specifies a different action (the red dashed arrow) than s′j. We know that there

must be at least one deviation along the path because s′j is a profitable deviation in g.

This would not be the case if s′j and s∗j traced out the same path and ended up at the

same terminal node. We also know there can only be finitely many deviations along the

path because the tree is finite.3

The notation is of the proof is pretty cumbersome but the intuition of what we are

about to argue is very straightforward. Suppose there are m deviations along the path.

The last of these cannot be profitable in and of itself because that would mean there

was a one-stage profitable deviation from s∗j . This in turn implies that there must be a

path with m − 1 deviations that is profitable. But again, the last deviation along this

path cannot be profitable in and of itself. As a result, there must be a path with m − 2

deviations from s∗j that is profitable. Repeating the argument leads to the conclusion that

2The principle also holds in infinite games when the actors discount future payoffs, but
the proof is even more tedious. See Fudenberg and Triole, Game Theory, MIT press,
1991, p. 109-10 for infinite games.

3The information structure of subgame g does not play a roll in our analysis, so we do
not attempt to depict it order to simply the already messy Figure 12.9.
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Figure 12.9: The profitable deviation path in subgame g.
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Figure 12.10: The profitable deviation path from hm−1.

there must be a path with one deviation that must be profitable. This however cannot

be as it would be a profitable one-stage deviation from s∗j . The fact that the assumption

that s∗j is not subgame perfect leads to a contradiction means that s∗j must actually be

subgame perfect.

To make this intuition more formal, take h1, h2, . . . , hm to be the information sets at

which j deviates from s∗j along the path traced out by (s′j, s
∗
−j). (These are the information

sets at which there are red dashed arrows in Figure 12.9). That is, j deviates m times

from s∗j along the profitable deviation path.

Now take sm−1j to be the strategy that follows s′j at h1, . . . , hm−1 and matches s∗j

everywhere else. That is, sm−1j follows s′j for the first m − 1 deviations from s∗j in g but

not for the last. This means that starting in subgame g, both sm−1j and s′j take j to hm

and then diverge (see Figure 12.10). From hm on, sm−1j and s∗j are identical. This implies

that j’s payoff to following sm−1j and s∗j at hm are the same:

Vj(s
m−1
j |hm) = Vj(s

∗
j |hm).

where all of the other players are assumed to be playing according to s∗−j.
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Observe further that starting from hm, s′j deviates from s∗j only once, namely, at hm

(see Figure 12.10). Since no one-stage deviation from s∗j is profitable, j’s payoff to playing

s∗j from hm on has to be at least as good as its payoff to playing s′j. In symbols,

Vj(s
∗
j |hm) ≥ Vj(s

′
j|hm).

Combining the previous two results gives

Vj(s
m−1
j |hm) = Vj(s

∗
j |hm) ≥ Vj(s

′
j|hm).

In words, j does at least as well with sm−1j as with s′j once play reaches hm.

And, play is sure to reach hm as sm−1j traces out the same path that s′j does until

diverging at hm. This means that j’s payoff to following sm−1j in g must be at least as

good as its payoff to following s′j starting from h1

Vj(s
m−1
j |h1) ≥ Vj(s

′
j|h1) > Vj(s

∗
j |h1).

where the strict inequality holds because s′j is, by assumption, a profitable deviation from

s∗j in g. This establishes that sm−1j like s′j is a profitable deviation from s∗j in g

The hard work of the proof is now done. We started by assuming that s∗ was not

subgame perfect and consequently some player j had a profitable deviation from s∗j in some

subgame g. Because the game is finite, there can only be a finite number of deviations

from s∗j along the profitable path traced out by (s′j, s
∗
−j). If, as we assumed, there were

m deviations along this path, we have just proved that there must be another profitable

deviation sm−1j with only m−1 deviations from s∗j . Repeated the argument above will show

that there must be a profitable deviation with only m− 2 deviations from s∗j . Continuing

in this way, we can show that there must be a profitable deviation from s∗j with only one

deviation from s∗j . But this strategy would then be a profitable one-stage deviation from

s∗j which contradicts the assumption that there are no profitable one-stage deviations.

Because the assumption that s∗j is not subgame perfect leads to a contradiction, we know

that s∗j must actually be subgame perfect.
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